Restricted Products Notification

Holtek hereby formally gives notification that the HT82K76E-L will be listed in its "restricted product" category. As a result this device will only be available to existing customers who have current projects requiring continued use of these devices.

Information regarding effective date, minimum order quantity (MOQ) and replacement information are as follows:

- Notification date: January 10, 2014
- Effective date: April 10, 2014
- MOQ (Minimum order quantity): 25 wafers / lot
- The ordered quantity should be in units corresponding to multiples of 25 wafers / lot.

General Information

Starting from the effective date, any new orders must meet with the new MOQ requirements, which could be significantly greater than the original MOQ agreed by Holtek. The exact MOQ number should be reconfirmed with the local Holtek distributor or Holtek sales department.

Holtek reserves the right to supply up to 10% above or below the ordered quantities due to production and packaging tolerances and to adjust the invoice accordingly.

Device Pricing

The subject of pricing for the specified devices under notice of phase-out is one that must be discussed with the Holtek Sales Department. Quotations for devices will depend on several factors and can only be given upon individual requests.